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Abstract
Objective—The zonal composition and functioning of adult articular cartilage causes depth-
dependent responses to compressive injury. In immature cartilage, shear and compressive
modulus, collagen and glycosaminoglycan (GAG) content also vary with depth. However, there is
little understanding of depth-dependent damage caused by injury. Since injury to immature knee
joints most often causes articular cartilage lesions, our objectives were to characterize the zonal
dependence of biomechanical, biochemical and matrix-associated changes cause by injury.

Methods—Superficial and deeper zones disks from bovine calves were biomechanically
characterized, injured (50% compression, 100%/sec) and re-characterized. Tissue compaction
upon injury, GAG-density, GAG loss and biosynthesis were measured. Collagen-fiber-orientation
and matrix damage was assessed using histology, Diffraction-Enhanced-X-Ray-Imaging, and
texture analysis.

Results—Injured superficial disks showed surface disruption, compaction by 20.3±4.3%, and
immediate biomechanical impairment: dynamic stiffness decreased to 7.1±3.3% of its initial value
and equilibrium modulus was below detection. Tissue areas apparently intact by histology showed
clear textural alterations. Injured deeper zones disks showed collagen crimping but remained
undamaged and biomechanically intact. Superficial zone disks did not lose GAG immediately
after injury but lost 17.8±1.4% by 48h; deeper zones disks lost only 2.8±0.3% GAG.
Biomechanical impairment was primarily associated with structural damage.

Conclusion—The soft superficial zone of immature cartilage is vulnerable to compressive injury
causing superficial matrix disruption, extensive compaction, and textural alteration, and resulting
in immediate loss of biomechanical function. In conjunction with delayed superficial GAG loss,
these changes may predispose the articular surface to further softening, damage, and increased risk
of developing secondary OA.
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Articular cartilage lesions repair insufficiently and, with damage to the subchondral bone,
lead to the formation of fibrocartilage(1). The resulting repair tissue has inferior
biomechanical and biochemical properties(1,2) and poorer wear characteristics(3) which
frequently lead to the development of secondary osteoarthritis (OA)(4). Articular cartilage
injury models have attempted to unravel relationships between mechanically induced
extracellular matrix (ECM) damage and degradation, apoptosis, and proteoglycan loss after
injury(5-8).

In adult articular cartilage, injury-induced damage varies with depth due to the depth-
dependent nature of ECM composition(9), structure(10), and biomechanical properties(11).
Fissuring of the articular surface(12), cell death(12) and impaired collagen integrity(13)
occur only near the articular surface. For fetal and newborn bovine cartilage, depth-
dependent ECM variations of compressive and shear moduli, collagen and
glycosaminoglycan (GAG) content have also been reported(14,15). However, after
compressive injury, damage-associated changes in depth-dependent characteristics of ECM
are not known. It is not clear if variations in ECM composition, structure and biomechanical
properties are sufficient to cause depth-dependent injurious effects in immature cartilage.

We hypothesized that since the immature articular surface is softer than the middle and
deeper zones, mechanical compression injury may give rise to largely surface-confined
structural damage. Such surface-confined damage could lead to an immediate biomechanical
but delayed biochemical impairment of the superficial zone. Because injury to the immature
knee joint causes articular cartilage lesions(16) in the majority of patients, it is critical to
analyze initial depth-dependent traumatic events to better understand the progression of
superficial damage of immature cartilage towards degradation, which could ultimately lead
to the development of early secondary OA.

Methods
Articular Cartilage Explants and Culture

Full-thickness bovine articular cartilage explants (∼2 cm2 surface area) including the intact
superficial zone, were harvested from the weight-bearing areas of medial (MC) and lateral
(LC) condyles and patellofemoral grooves (G) of 1-2 week old calves within 24h of death.
Explants were equilibrated in 5%CO2 in DMEM with 10% FBS, 10nM HEPES, 1nM
sodium-pyruvate, 0.1mM non-essential amino acids, 0.4mM proline, 20μg/ml ascorbic acid
plus antibiotics(17).

Preparation of Superficial and Deeper Zones Cartilage Disks
To prepare disks representing the superficial and successive deeper zone, cartilage cylinders
(3mm diameter) were punched prior to mechanical testing. The cylinders were sliced
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis into 200–400μm-thick superficial zone disks
(including the articular surface) and deeper zones disks (∼1300μm). Full-thickness cartilage
cylinders were punched for additional analyses but not sliced into disks.

Disk Thickness and Testing of Mechanical Properties
Disks were placed onto the bottom of a single well of a polysulfone loading chamber with
an upper platen attached to an incubator-housed loading instrument(18). Thickness was
measured individually in uniaxial unconfined compression by applying a slow compression
ramp (20μm/sec ramp speed) with automated interrupt caused by an increase in offset load
indicating contact between platen and disk.
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To determine the mechanical properties, three successive displacement-controlled
compression ramps to final strains of 10% (200-sec compression followed by 600-sec hold),
12.5% and 15% (30-sec compression, 300-sec hold) were applied(17) to each superficial
zone disk and separately to its corresponding deeper zones disk(18) in uniaxial unconfined
compression. The resulting equilibrium loads at these strains were used to compute the
unconfined equilibrium moduli. At 15% final offset strain, each disk was subjected to 3%
dynamic strain amplitude at 1.0/0.1Hz to compute the dynamic stiffnesses(17).

Mechanical Injury, Peak Stress, and Re-Testing of Mechanical Properties
Disks were equilibrated for 20min. Injurious compression to a final strain of 50% at 100%/
sec was applied to each individual disk in uniaxial, unconfined compression. We refer to this
compressive injury protocol henceforth as “injury”. These injury loading parameters were
chosen based on two strain- and strain-rate dose-response studies(17,19). During injury, the
peak stress was measured by the loading instrument(18). After 5min of unconfined re-
swelling, the thickness, unconfined equilibrium modulus and dynamic stiffness were re-
measured.

Biochemical and Biosynthetic Analyses
After injury, disks were incubated as described, then solubilized overnight in 500μg/ml
proteinase-K. sGAG content and loss to the medium were assessed using the
dimethylmethylene-blue-dye-binding-assay(20). sGAG content was determined for both
control and injured disks. sGAG loss to the medium was determined after completion of
biomechanical re-testing, at 24 h, and at 48h (disks were individually incubated in fresh
medium). The medium was snap-frozen, lyophilized, re-suspended and analyzed as
described. Before injury and 5min after injury, the pre- and post-injury GAG densities were
calculated using the re-measured disk volume.

To assess biosynthesis of sGAG and total protein after injury, radiolabel incorporation was
measured by incubating the disks for 24h after injury in fresh medium containing 35SO4

-2

and 3H-proline as described(19). Disks were digested with protease-K (100μg/ml in 50mM
Tris-HCl, 1mM CaCl2, pH8, 18h). Digest-aliquots were analyzed in a liquid scintillation
counter. Spillover-corrected data were calculated as scintillation counts/tissue volume.

Articular Cartilage Damage Score after Injury
To quantify damage, superficial and deeper zones disks and full-thickness cylinders
containing both superficial and deeper zones were injured and with controls snap-frozen in
liquid nitrogen, fixed in 10% paraformaldehyde and paraffin-embedded. 6μm sections were
stained with Safranin-O/fast green, photographed and graded by a blinded investigator using
a 5-point-scale (Figure 5E). Because both the superficial and deeper zones disks as well as
full-thickness cylinders showed similar damage patterns, further analyses of the collagen
fiber orientation were performed on uncut full-thickness injured and control cylinders. In
addition, full-thickness injured and control cylinders were first injured, secondly DEI-
imaged (see below), and then histologically analyzed.

Collagen Fiber Bundle Orientation
To assess the collagen fiber orientation, histological slides were stained with picrosirius red.
Polarized images were recorded on a Nikon-Eclipse-microscope (40×). A blinded
investigator performed a Fast-Fourier-Transform-analysis at 400× (Visual C++.NET) of
full-thickness cylinders. For three regions of interest in the superficial and deep zones on
each photomicrograph, the directionality was determined using a power spectrum for
generation of an intensity histogram to show the angle distribution(21). The power spectrum
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was generated using segments that correspond to increments of one degree of orientation.
The collagen fiber bundle angle was referenced to the longitudinal axis and defined as the
angle at which the distribution value function was highest(21).

Diffraction-Enhanced X-Ray Imaging (DEI)
To visualize damage, full-thickness injured and control cylinders were x-rayed with
Diffraction-Enhanced X-Ray Imaging (DEI). Immediately after injury, cylinders were snap-
frozen in liquid nitrogen, fixed in 10% paraformaldehyde to minimize re-swelling and
morphometric changes, and stored at -80°C. Cylinders were DEI-imaged at the X-15-
beamline of the National-Synchrotron-Light-Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory) as
described(22). Briefly, the samples were positioned for A-P imaging with a collimated fan
beam of X-rays prepared by two silicon crystals. Once this beam passes through the
cartilage, a third silicon crystal diffracts the X-rays onto an image-plate detector (FuJi-
BAS2500).

Texture Analysis
Images of selected sections of superficial and deeper zones disks and of full-thickness
cylinders as well as selected DEI-images were grey-scale-converted. The texture analyzer
ImageJ-plug-in (NIH, Maryland, USA) was used to calculate texture features for selected
ROIs according to their original implementation(23) to quantify local contrast and spatial
distribution. In initial analyses, we applied several features, which showed that, for the
present study, 3 were most valuable: angular second moment (ASM; increases with texture
regularity), inverse difference moment (IDM; increases with homogeneity), and entropy (E;
increases with irregularity).

Statistical Analysis
All data are presented as mean±SEM. Data were analyzed for normality with the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov-test (SigmaStat-3.1). Normally distributed data were subjected to
one-way-ANOVA and Holm-Sidak post-hoc-test. Non-normally distributed data were tested
with ANOVA-on-Ranks and Dunn's post-hoc-test. For comparisons of two groups, Student's
t-tests (matched pairs) were performed. Differences were considered significant at p<0.05.

Results
Pre-Injury Disk Thickness and Biomechanical Properties

The pre-injury thickness of superficial zone disks was 307±38μm and of deeper zones disks
1352±84μm (Figure 1A). The equilibrium modulus of superficial zone disks was
0.24±0.05MPa. Deeper zones disks showed a significantly higher equilibrium modulus of
0.66±0.05MPa (p<0.001, Figure 1B). Superficial zone disks showed a dynamic stiffness of
1.77 ± 0.77MPa at a frequency of f=1Hz and of 1.40 ± 0.67MPa at f=0.1Hz, while deeper
zones disks demonstrated a dynamic stiffness that was higher at each frequencies
(p<0.0001): 12.06±1.03MPa at f=1Hz and 8.13±0.78MPa at f=0.1Hz (Figure 1C). These
results show a depth-dependent variation of the biomechanical properties of newborn bovine
cartilage similar to adult cartilage(11) and having equilibrium moduli on the same order as
previously reported(14). To assess whether differences in the disk dimensions of the thin
superficial zone disks and the thicker deeper zones disks had any effect on the
biomechanical properties assessed by our methods, we compared deeper zones disks
≤1010μm thick (1002±41.3μm) with deeper zones disks ≥1600 μm (1684.8±41.2μm). The
equilibrium moduli of the two groups were not significantly different.
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Injury Peak Stress, Post-Injurious Changes in Disk Thickness, and Post-Injurious
Impairment of Biomechanical Properties

During injury, the peak stress reached in superficial zone disks (0.88±0.21MPa) was
significantly lower than that in deeper zones disks (13.5±0.69MPa, p<0.0001, Figure 2A).
The thickness after injury was significantly decreased in both superficial and deeper zones
disks (p<0.01, Figure 2B) but the extent of compaction varied. Superficial disks were
irreversibly compressed by 20.31±4.31%, whereas deeper zones disks were compressed by
7.8±0.47% (Figure 2B). We next assessed the change in biomechanical properties caused by
injury. The individually re-measured equilibrium moduli of the superficial zone disks were
so low that they were not resolvable, indicating a functional destruction of the tissue (Figure
2C). In strong contrast, the equilibrium moduli of all deeper zones disks were not
significantly changed by injury (Figure 2C), indicating that no functional damage had
occurred. The re-measured dynamic stiffness was resolvable in all disks of both zones. In
superficial zone disks, the dynamic stiffness was decreased to 7.12±3.34% of the value
before injury (MC p<0.05; LC, G p<0.001, Figure 2D). In deeper zones disks, the dynamic
stiffness was decreased to 72.13±2.88% (MC, G p<0.0001, LC p<0.05, Figure 2D). Our
results demonstrate an extensive impairment of the dynamic properties of the superficial
zone.

Pre- and Post-Injury Biochemical Analyses
Superficial zone control disks contained 135.1±11.4μg GAG, whereas control disks of the
deeper zones contained 408.6±55.6μg GAG (p<0.001, Figure 3A). When normalized by disk
volume, the GAG density of superficial zone control disks (69.25±5.27μg×106/μm3) was
higher than that in deeper zones disks (40.57±4.52μg×106/μm3, MC p<0.05, LC, G p<0.001,
Figure 3B). We then calculated the GAG loss into the medium. Immediately after
biomechanical characterization, GAG loss from control disks was not detectable. After 48h,
superficial zone control disks lost 10.0±0.9% of their GAG content (13.6±1.3μg GAG)
while deeper zone control disks lost 6.7±0.5% (26.6±1.8μg GAG, MC, G p<0.0001, LC
p<0.01, Figure 3C).

Immediately after injury and subsequent biomechanical re-characterization, GAG loss to the
medium was not detectable. However, by 48h after injury, superficial zone disks lost
17.8±1.4% of their GAG content (23.78±1.93μg GAG, Figure 3C), representing 1.78-fold
higher levels than control non-injured disks (MC p<0.0001, LC p<0.01, G p<0.05). The
injured deeper zones disks lost 2.8±0.3% of their GAG content (16.44±1.25μg GAG). GAG
loss from deeper zones disks of the lateral condyle or patellofemoral groove was not
significantly different compared to control disks. However, injured medial condyle disks
demonstrated 0.53-fold lower levels of GAG loss versus controls (p<0.01). Thus, injury
increased GAG loss from the superficial zone while GAG loss from the deeper zones was
decreased or not altered by injury, demonstrating a depth-dependent variation.

We also investigated whether superficial zone GAG loss occurred during day-1 or day-2
after injury. Control disks lost significantly more GAG during day 1 versus day 2 (p<0.01).
Injured superficial zone disks showed significantly increased amounts of GAG loss during
day-1 and day-2 (day 1: 2.03-fold increase, day 2: 2.33-fold increase, MC, LC, G p<0.001,
amounts were comparable). Thus, injury to superficial zone disks led to increased GAG loss,
and the relative amounts increased over time.

Injury-related tissue compaction caused an immediate increase in GAG density in superficial
disks from 67.35±7.04 to 84.15±8.84μg×106/μm3, MC, LC, G p<0.001) and in deeper zones
disks from 38.03±6.02 to 41.24±6.54 μg×106/μm3, MC p<0.001, LC p<0.01, G p<0.05). In
superficial zone disks, the increase in GAG density was more pronounced (24.95±1.19%)
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than in deeper zones disks (8.43±7.69%, Figure 3D). Collectively, these data suggest that
the GAG density was more affected by tissue compaction then by GAG loss.

Pre- and Post-Injury Biosynthesis
In control disks, incorporation of 35S-sulfate and 3H-proline was higher in superficial than in
deeper zones disks (p<0.001). After injury, the incorporation into both superficial and
deeper zones disks was decreased, but by an amount that did not reach significance when
compared to control disks (Figure 4A,B). Thus, after injury, the increased loss of GAG (see
above) was not associated with an increase in biosynthesis.

Articular Cartilage Damage Score after Injury
Control samples showed no damage (Figure 5A,B), whereas 52.9% of the injured disks
showed visible surface damage ranging from disruption to compaction (Figure 5C,D). In
addition, some disks were ovally deformed similar to another study(24). The injured
samples were graded as 1.08±0.28 (range 0-3) and control samples as 0 (p<0.05, Figure 5E).
Importantly, not all sections of a particular disk showed similar extents of the damage; for
example, a surface split was visible in some but not in all vertical sections. Thus, the largest
amount of damage of each individual disk was scored.

Collagen Fiber Bundle Orientation
We assessed injury-inducted changes in collagen fiber orientation. Collagen angles of
control disks of the superficial zone were 79.1±6.2° and remained unchanged by injury.
Collagen angles of deeper zones control disks were lower (50.8±4.3°, p<0.01) and, after
injury, were increased to 64.4±4.8° (p<0.01, Figure 5F).

Texture Analysis of Histological Sections
In histological sections of control, non-injured disks, ASM and IDM were lower (p<0.01)
and E higher (p<0.01) in superficial than deeper zones (Figure 5G). Thus, images of
superficial zone disks were more regular (ASM) and homogeneous (IDM) and less irregular
(E). Secondly, we attempted the analysis of injured disks but ROIs containing structural
damage such as surface splits lost all texture information within the split (Figure 5D).
Therefore, we analyzed ROIs of injured disks that appeared histologically intact to ask
whether areas without histologically visible damage may nevertheless display texture
changes suggesting compressive or structural damage. We showed that ASM and IDM were
significantly lower (p<0.01) and E higher (p<0.01) in the superficial but not deep zones of
injured disks compared to controls (Figure 5H). Thus, injury led to a significant decrease of
image regularity and homogeneity and a significant increase of irregularity in ROIs without
visible histological surface damage, suggesting injury-induced structural surface damage.

Diffraction-Enhanced X-Ray Imaging and DEI Texture Analysis
Not all histological sections of individual disks showed similar extents of damage or were
quantifiable by texture analysis. To visualize damage to the entire superficial zone in a way
that allows further quantification, selected samples were x-rayed with DEI, which can show
compressive or other morphological changes of articular cartilage (22,25-28). With DEI, we
visualized surface disruptions of injured disks (Figure 6A,B). That DEI indeed showed
surface disruptions was confirmed by histology on the same disks that were x-rayed.
Utilizing DEI-images, we were then able to quantify texture features of ROIs of injured
disks containing structural surface damage that were not quantifiable by histology. We
demonstrated that these regions showed a decreased ASM (p<0.001) and increased E
(p<0.001, Fig. 6D) as measurements of image regularity and irregularity. IDM as
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homogeneity measurement remained unchanged. Thus, DEI-images were suitable to
establish texture differences between intact and superficially damaged cartilage.

Discussion
We analyzed the biomechanical, biochemical and structural characteristics of the superficial
and subsequent deeper zones of immature articular cartilage and their response to
compressive injury. We showed that the zonal composition of immature ECM varied to an
extent that was sufficient to cause depth-dependent injurious effects similar to that in adult
cartilage. Collectively our results suggest a vulnerability of the soft superficial zone to
immediate biomechanical impairment, caused by structural damage, and a predisposition of
this damaged surface to further softening and degradation by delayed biochemical
impairment.

Our choice of compressive injury led to a complete loss of the equilibrium stiffness and a
near-loss of the dynamic stiffness of the superficial but not deeper zones of immature
cartilage. These results represent a depth-dependent zonal but not regional variation of the
response to injury similar to adult articular cartilage because we showed that the immature
articular cartilages of both condyles and the patellofemoral groove responded similarly to
injury(12). However, we also demonstrate several additional effects of injury including
GAG loss, changes in GAG density, a flattened collagen fiber orientation, severe structural
damage such as surface disruptions, and extensive compaction. To identify the main effects
of injury that appear responsible for the immediate biomechanical failure of the superficial
zone, it is necessary to briefly review the interconnections of biomechanical properties and
biochemical composition upon which those biomechanical functions depend.

The biomechanical properties of cartilage have been attributed primarily to its GAG and
collagen constituents(29). The compressive stiffness is positively related to the GAG
concentration with its fixed charge density and negatively related to tissue hydration and
cellular content(14,30). Important is the osmotic swelling pressure due to the negatively
charged GAG content and the collagen network resisting these pressures(31). The dynamic
stiffness is primarily based on pressurized interstitial fluid due to a high resistance to fluid
flow under load(32), governed by the matrix hydraulic permeability(33), which in turn
depends on GAG content and fixed charge density(34), collagen fiber orientation(35), and
tissue deformation(36). Thus, both the equilibrium compressive and dynamic properties
depend primarily on these components.

We first analyzed GAG loss, content, and density and showed that immediately after injury,
at a time when the biomechanical impairment of the superficial zone had already occurred;
there was no detectable GAG loss into the media. Thus, the biomechanical impairment was
recorded before GAG loss had occurred, and factors other than GAG loss must have caused
this impairment. One could speculate that changes in the GAG density, and therefore in the
fixed charge density, may lead to changes in the biomechanical properties because the fixed
charge density is strongly associated with the compressive stiffness(37). During non-
injurious, physiological compressions such as gait, GAG compaction leads to increased
stiffness via an increased fixed charge density(38). However, immediately after compression
injury, the superficial zone GAG density increased by 25% due to superficial zone
compaction of 20% suggesting that the loss of superficial compressive and dynamic stiffness
was not associated with changes in GAG density or GAG loss.

We showed that GAG loss did not occur during or immediately after injury but was delayed.
The amount of GAG content and loss were initially small in the superficial zone, but by two
days after injury, GAG loss had reached almost 20% of the entire content of the superficial
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zone disks. Because control disks had lost only 10% of their GAG content, these results
represent almost a two-fold increase of injury-induced superficial zone GAG loss. We
investigated whether the zonal differences in GAG loss were related to zonal biosynthetic
differences, possibly an attempt to repair ECM damage. However, our choice of injury did
not affect the cellular biosynthesis significantly. Thus, it is unlikely that injury-induced
GAG loss was increased by superficial biosynthetic activity.

Disruptions of the articular surface as large as 200μm had occurred after injury. Although
we did not examine whether structural damage to single collagen fibrils had occurred,
surface disruptions of that size were necessarily accompanied by damage to the local
collagen network on a more global scale. Surface fissures such as those observed are related
to failure of the collagen network due to the tensile stress of rapid impact loading(39). A
recent study showed that injurious load led to a disrupted fiber orientation within
lesions(40). Interestingly, that study showed that a high-enough load caused deeper collagen
fibers to crimp by 10°. This amount is comparable to the change of 13.6° which we observed
in deeper zones disks (Figure 5). The crimping of collagen fibers is thought to decrease
articular cartilage vulnerability to shear-induced damage by lowering the effective strain on
individual collagen fibrils(15). Buckley et al. also found a shear modulus minimum at about
125μm depth from the surface of immature cartilage(15), a depth which was included within
our superficial zone disks suffering severe damage. Indeed, we observed a crimping of
collagen fibers only in the deeper zones, which remained intact, but not in the damaged
superficial zone, which suffered severe damage. Thus, the absence of crimping, possibly do
to the slightly oblique orientation of the collagen fibers near the surface, as well as the shear
weakness of the superficial zone, may strongly contribute to its vulnerability. Whereas
crimping has been shown for adult cartilage(41), we demonstrated that collagen crimping
also occurred in the deep zones of injured immature cartilage and may have contributed to
the ability of these zones to maintain structural and functional integrity under injurious
compression.

Another contributing factor to the observed biomechanical failure of the superficial zone
may be associated with permeability changes due to alterations of the superficial collagen
fibrils(42). However, our data showed that the angle between the immature articular surface
and its superficial collagen fibers was approximately 10°, and that injury did not flatten or
crimp those fibers any further. Thus, changes in the superficial collagen fiber orientation and
associated permeability changes unlikely contributed to the biomechanical impairment of
the superficial zone. In contrast, the dynamic stiffness was, after injury, to a small amount
resolvable; the remaining dynamic stiffness was possibly derived from surface areas in
which fluid had remained pressurized by compaction.

Structural damage of the immature superficial zone may be the most important observation
to explain its biomechanical failure. Other studies also suggest that GAG loss may be related
to mechanical ECM damage rather than to cell-mediated processes involving
biosynthesis(24). We further quantified these surface disruptions and showed that they
occurred in approximately 53% of the injured superficial zone disks. Although the occurring
damage was equally visible histologically and in DEI-x-rays, we showed that only texture
analysis of DEI-images was suitable to quantify a decreased structural regularity within
regions with surface disruption. Because it was not possible to perform texture analysis of
histological sections containing surface splits, we visualized the surface damage with DEI
allowing further textural quantification. Importantly, texture analysis of histological sections
of seemingly intact surface areas suggested additional structural damage in microscopically
intact surface areas. Thus, structural damage of both histologically compromised and,
surprisingly, histologically intact immature surface regions had occurred and likely caused
biomechanical failure.
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Texture analysis is a continuously refined image analysis method that is applied not only in
fields such as geography, satellite image analysis, and paleontology, but also in the medical
community. In the field of musculoskeletal research, texture analysis was applied to quantify
tendon ultrasound signals(43) and muscle MR images(44) but not to investigate articular
cartilage. In images, texture analysis is based on quantification of local contrast (gray-level-
differences) and spatial structure. Whereas various methods perform image gray-level-
analysis, we used the gray level co-occurrence-matrix(23), which assesses the relative
frequencies of gray-level-pixel-pairs separated by a distance d in the direction θ, thus
forming a relative displacement vector (d, θ) stored as a matrix which can be used to extract
statistical texture. Haralick suggested 14 features(23), of which we used ASM (texture
regularity), entropy (irregularity), and IDM (homogeneity) to quantify the texture
information of chondrocytes and surrounding ECM. After injury, compaction of
histologically intact samples had led to significantly decreased texture regularity and
homogeneity and increased irregularity demonstrating that local contrast and spatial
structure were altered by injurious compaction. Thus, texture analysis may prove to be a
valuable tool in studies concerned with articular cartilage integrity.

The question arises as to further consequences of superficial ECM damage. In adult human
joints, the superficial chondrocytes display distinct organizational patterns, whose joint-
type-correlations may suggest a role in mechano-sensing(45). In early OA, they undergo a
distinct spatial re-organization distant from OA lesions, possibly to recruit metabolically
active units as attempt to repair focal damage(46). In addition, other unique characteristics
such as synthesis of lubricative(47) and cell death regulative gene products(48), tissue-fluid
boundary functions, and the presence of cells with stem cell properties(49) indicate vital
roles of the superficial zone, which may be compromised by structural damage and thus
advance the progression of surface-confined damage to degradation and possibly early OA.

It is important to discuss whether cutting the cartilage cylinders into two disks had any effect
on the biomechanical results. We compared the biomechanical properties of thick deeper
zones disks with significantly thinner deeper zones disks. Importantly, their equilibrium
moduli were not significantly different. Thus, comparing cartilage disks with different
thicknesses did not have any measurable effects on the biomechanical properties.

In conclusion, we exposed a vulnerability of the soft immature superficial zone to
compressive injury. Injury caused articular surface damage including disruption, severe
compaction, and textural alteration of seemingly intact areas. Consequences of the damage
were the immediate loss of the biomechanical functioning of the superficial zone, followed
by a delayed onset of GAG loss, whose relative amounts were highest within the superficial
zone. GAG loss, which is a hallmark in the development of OA(50), did not contribute to the
immediate biomechanical failure of the superficial zone. Nevertheless, it may cause
additional softening of surface and underlying tissue, which may favor further damage or
degradation and may contribute to the development of early secondary OA. Ongoing studies
in our laboratory analyzing the human superficial zone focus on a comparable vulnerability.
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Figure 1. Characterization of cartilage disks before injury
(A) Thickness of superficial zone and deeper zones disks of the medial, lateral condyle and
the patella-femoral groove. (B) Equilibrium modulus of superficial zone and deeper zones
disks. (C) Dynamic stiffness of superficial zone and deeper zones disks.
(A, B, C) Each group of superficial zone disks: n ≥ 7; each group of deeper zones disks: n ≥
12. MC = medial condyle, LC = lateral condyle, G = patellofemoral groove.
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Figure 2. Changes in disk properties after injury
(A) Peak stress during injury. (B) Disk thickness before/after injury. (C) Equilibrium
modulus before/after injury. The X indicates that the superficial zone equilibrium modulus
was not resolvable after injury. (D) Dynamic stiffness at a frequency of f = 1 before/after
injury. (A) Superficial zone and deeper zones disks: n ≤ 6 samples/group. (B, C, D)
Superficial zone disks: n ≥ 7 samples/group; deeper zones disks: n ≥ 12 samples/group.
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Figure 3. Biochemical characterization
(A) GAG content (μg) of superficial zone and deeper zones disks of the medial, lateral
condyle and the patellofemoral groove before injury. (B) GAG density (μg/μm3) × 106 of
superficial zone and deeper zones control disks. (C) GAG loss into the media (% of GAG
content) after 48 hours of control and injured disks of the superficial zone and deeper zones.
(D) GAG density (μg/μm3) × 106 of superficial zone and deeper zones disks before and 5
minutes after injury.
(A, B) Each group of superficial zone and deeper zones disks: n ≥ 12 samples. (C, D) Each
group of superficial zone and deeper zones disks: n ≥ 8 samples.
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Figure 4. Biosynthesis after injury
(A) Scintillation counts after radiolabel incorporation of 35SO4

-2, and (B) 3H-proline 24
hours after injury.
(A, B) Each group of superficial zone and deeper zones disks: n ≥ 6 samples.
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Figure 5. Histology, superficial zone damage score, collagen angles, and texture analysis of
injured/control disks
Representative samples of 6μm sections of control (A) and injured disks (B). Note the large
surface ECM disruption of 207 μm width / 162 μm depth. Scale bar, 1000 μm. (C) Damage
score of the superficial zone of injured/control disks after paraffin embedding/staining with
Safranin O/fast green. Grade 0=normal appearing cartilage with proper staining in each zone
except the intact superficial zone with the surface showing no signs of damage; Grade
1=minimal surface damage with isolated disruptions; Grade 2=moderate surface damage
with widespread disruption; Grade 3=minimal permanent compression; Grade 4=permanent
compression to approximately ≥ 30% of the original disk thickness. (D) Angle (°) between
collagen fibers and longitudinal disk axis of injured and control disks. (E) Texture analysis
of zonal differences of control disks. ASM=Angular Second Moment, IDM=Inverse
Difference Moment, E=Entropy. (F) The percent change in texture analysis measures after
injury.
(C) Each group of superficial zone and deeper zones disks: n ≥ 17 samples. (D) Control
group: n ≥ 7 samples, Injury group: n ≥ 10 samples. (E, F) Each group: n ≥ 6 samples.
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Figure 6. Diffraction-Enhanced X-Ray Imaging (DEI) and texture analysis of injured and
control disks
Representative DEI-images of two disks with damage to the superficial zone showing (A) an
isolated fissure and (B) slight damage, and (C) image of the intact superficial zone of a
control disk. Scale bar, 1000μm. (D) Texture analysis of ROIs containing the superficial
zone of injured and control disks. ASM=Angular Second Moment, IDM=Inverse Difference
Moment, E=Entropy. Each group of superficial zone and deeper zones disks: n ≥ 5 samples.
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